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Digital media optimization is both an art and a science. The process needs to start with the principles guiding 
each campaign and the media fundamentals. Each marketing organization is unique and requires its own 
custom approach. This paper illustrates a best practice approach and framework to support digital marketing 
organizations in optimizing their exchange media by deploying the best methods and tools to meet their 
campaign-specifi c goals and objectives. 

This approach in rooted in a few key foundational principles focused on:

• Campaign guidelines

• The media framework

• Optimization levers

This fi rst paper of a three part series provides an overview of the approach and framework and offers best 
practices and tips for any organization looking to optimize its digital media.

BEST PRACTICES FOR DIGITAL MEDIA 
OPTIMIZATION

The digital world of today has changed the way brands 
interact with customers. Advanced audience targeting and 
ad inventory platforms are enabling marketers to achieve 
true personalization, using technology and analytics-driven 

optimization to improve online advertising.
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CAMPAIGN GUIDELINES

We encourage optimization teams to align to a few key expectations when managing a digital media campaign:

1.  Meet the campaign pacing requirements. As long as the campaign is close (generally within 25%) 
to its performance goal and functioning smoothly from a tagging/operational/reporting perspective, 
the number one task of a campaign manager is to meet the predetermined budgetary guidelines. There 
are a number of reasons for this to be a key objective, but the main reason is that most marketing 
organizations are fundamentally interested in driving their business at scale—and scale can really only 
be achieved by consistent investment into the channel that aligns with their volume goals.

2.  Optimize the budget against a predetermined KPI framework. At the campaign kickoff meeting, 
it’s important to understand the marketing strategy and goals, and build a KPI framework that clearly 
aligns to those goals. KPIs should be as specific as possible, and only one primary KPI should be 
selected for optimization. This is important because the KPI has major implications around the audience 
targeting and levers used to manage the campaign. For instance, a campaign optimized toward customer 
long-term value is very different than a campaign optimized towards response rates.

3.  Optimize within constraints around ad viewability and fraud. The digital media ecosystem is in 
a state of flux as ad viewability and traffic fraud have been called into question by a variety of studies. 
Each campaign should embrace viewability standards and work to incorporate these into reporting and 
campaign management. Additionally, an attribution system that favors viewable ads and exposes false 
traffic will optimize toward better inventory over time.
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THE MEDIA FRAMEWORK

Media can be viewed along four key dimensions—these dimensions are pervasive in the media planning 
process and are considered throughout the lifecycle of the campaign, from strategy through wrap-up 
reporting. It is important to note that this is not a campaign hierarchy—rather a list of attributes to categorize 
all of the important campaign information. It is meant to provide organizing principles upon which to 
structure our processes and thinking.

The framework is important for optimization, because it ensures that we are comparing relevant placements 
as investment decisions are made. For example, we want to be clear when analyzing placement-level data 
that some ads are mobile and some are desktop. Each mobile and desktop placement is playing a role in the 
overall strategy of the campaign; however, because of inherent tracking biases in mobile, performance can 
appear much lower. Without clear metadata and an underlying framework, media optimization analysts may 
cut mobile placements and remove key audiences from exposure to the ad. The four media dimensions of the 
framework are:

1.  The approach of buy. Approach indicates how we buy media—the pipes or plumbing actually used 
to secure inventory on behalf of our clients. Broadly speaking, we separate buys into two types of 
approaches: manual and programmatic. Traditional media buying is based on the “old fashioned” way 
of procuring media through insertion orders and unilateral negotiation with publishers. Programmatic 
media buying uses media technology platforms that do not require human intervention, but rather rely 
on the intersection of rules from both buyers and sellers to finalize a transaction.

2.  The media tactic is indicative of both the purchase funnel stage of the consumer and the targeting 
levers used to execute the buy. Examples of media tactics would be algorithmic prospecting (upper 
funnel), third-party data buys (mid-funnel), and remarketing (lower funnel).

3.  The media format indicates how the consumer is experiencing the ad. Examples include the IAB 
standard banner sizes, video, rich media, native, etc.

4. The device type is the device the placement is delivered upon—mobile, tablet, desktop, etc.

5.  The publisher is the site or inventory that on which the ad was delivered.

6.  The platform is the partner through which the ad was served.
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THE MERKLE MEDIA FRAMEWORK CONT.

Tactic 
Indicates both funnel stage and the 

targeting levers used to buy 

Format 

Device 

The type of ad  

Indicates the device on which the 
 placement was delivered 

Algorithmic prospecting, 
Remarketing, Direct match and DM 

look-alike, third-party data

IAB standard sizes, video, rich media 

Mobile, tablet, desktop 

Approach 
How you purchase and access inventory Direct, Programmatic direct/ API, 

RTB 

Publisher 
The site or inventory on which the ad 

 was delivered 
Facebook, cnn.com, Yahoo, 

NYTimes.com 

Platform The platform through which the inventory 
was served 

MediaMath, 4C 

Dimension Definitions  Examples 
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When seeking to understand campaign performance, analysts should decompose the KPIs into their 
component parts, or the levers that are ultimately driving performance. Reporting should be built to clearly 
uncover these levers with guidelines around how often to look at them and how to manage them in the major 
media platforms.

1.  Right audience—is the campaign reaching the right audience.  this lever is typically measured with 
the unique response rate (conversions/unique users).  By using this metric, we can get a sense for the 
true responsiveness of the audience irrespective of media cost and frequency.

2.  Right message—are we delivering an effective message  
to our target audience?  The ideal message likely differs 
by segment, and is optimized against response rate.

3.  Efficient pricing—are we reaching our audience 
at a good price? We have found that analysts often 
underestimate the role pricing plays in program 
efficiency. Metrics to examine include cost per thousand 
(CPM) according to the media framework, plus a specific 
view into publisher-level CPM.

4.  Optimal contact frequency—are we reaching the consumers with the right number of ads? Frequency 
is one of the least understood and most difficult levers to report on consistently, because of limitations 
in media platforms—but it plays a huge role in media effectiveness. Analysts should seek to understand 
optimal frequency on a monthly basis and evaluate campaign frequency levels weekly.

5.  Right reach—is our budget right sized? The first step in the media buying process should be to 
understand and define the target market (for example: >650 credit within a defined state footprint). 
Analysts then size this market against the number of individuals and households that meet the target 
requirements in our national household database, DataSource. This should provide a good assessment 
of how proposed budgets line up against the true audience size. Once media is in-market, we look at 
additional metrics like remarketing penetration and the distribution of impressions across markets.

6.  Measurement accuracy—is the campaign set up to measure the media strategy and goals correctly? 
It is paramount to have the correct tagging setup, attribution rules, and algorithm setup. Foregoing 
the due diligence to properly set up these structural elements correctly at the beginning of the 
campaign can cause inaccurate measurement down the line.

OPTIMIZATION LEVERS

Key Levers Driving Performance

• right message to the right audience

• efficient pricing

• optimal contact frequency

• right reach

• measurement accuracy
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OPTIMIZATION LEVERS CONT.

Efficient pricing: 
Are you reaching those people at a 
good price? 

Right audience: 
Are you reaching the right people? 

Optimal contact frequency: 
How many times are you reaching 
those people? 

Right reach: 
Is your budget right sized? 

Measurement accuracy: 
Are you set up to measure 
correctly? 

Performance Levers /Business 
Goal Metric 

CPM by publisher 
CPM by tactic\buying model\class
\etc. 

Unique response rates 
Viewability 

Frequency vs. CPA by tactic 

Remarketing penetration 
Geo dist. of impressions 
Spend per target 

Tagging setup 
Attribution rules 
Algorithm setup 

Levers to Pull 

Adjust bids 
Adjust site mix 
Negotiate PMP and direct deals 

Remove poor performing attribute  
values (for example Apple users) 
Adjust creative mix by site 

Adjust frequency caps 

Implement geo tiers 
Zero-out bad DMAs 
Adjust bids and budgets on REM 

Deploy/change granularity of tags 

Right message: 
Are you presenting the right 
message for the target audience? 

Response rate by creative 
Viewability 

Remove poor performing creative, 
rotate in new creative 

E%

Efficient pricing: 
Are you reaching those people at a 
fair price? 

Right audience: 
Are you reaching the right people? 

Optimal contact frequency: 
How many times are you reaching 
those people? 

Right reach: 
Is your budget right sized? 

Measurement accuracy: 
Are you set up to measure 
correctly? 

Performance Levers /Business 
Goal Impact 

High in REM + 3pd 
Low/med in RTB 
High in direct buys 

Low to high, 
Depending on 
audience dimension 

High across all tactics 

High 

Critical 
 

Periodicity of Analysis 

Weekly 

Pacing (daily) 
View

ability (w
eekly) Twice monthly 

Twice monthly 

Beginning of campaign 
Routine QA checks 
 

Weekly-monthly 

Right message: 
Are you presenting the right 
message for the target audience? 

Generally low Weekly 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
EXAMPLES 

Optimal Contact Frequency Example

Merkle believes frequency is an underutilized lever in media buying, primarily because it is computationally 
diffi cult. However, advertisers who can harness frequency online can see huge gains in their campaigns. The 
fi rst step is to understand the optimal user frequency levels at a campaign level. Secondly, we look at site 
level frequency distributions to understand how our sites are working together, and then adjust setting in the 
platforms to achieve our goal levels.

Optimal Reach Example

When the reach is our primary goal, a major optimization will be the reduction of overlap. In this scenario, we 
have 3 sites, their reach, cost per effective reach and their overlap with site 1.

Site 1 is driving strong reach performance at average cost, site 2 is driving incremental reach as well but has 
high cost - while site 3 is very effi cient but has high overlap with site 1. In this scenario, we would remove site 3 
from the plan. While it reaches the target audience effi ciently, those users are already being located on site 1.
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OPTIMIZING IN THE RTB 
ENVIRONMENT

Real-time buying (RTB)-based media buying often serves as the cornerstone of a media buying approach. 
However, this type of buying approach involves highly specialized practitioners or “media traders” who have 
more analytical skillsets than traditional media buyers. Media traders rely on platform analytics and reporting 
to identify audience—and rely less on traditional media planning tools like comScore. Additionally, since RTB 
media buys often occur on long-tail sites rather than on large publishers, reporting around site overlap and 
visitation aren’t readily available in comScore or other media planning tools. Rather, it’s up to the media traders, 
analysts, and business intelligence teams to build customized reporting that can sift through reams of data.

One of the key distinctions to be made in the RTB environment is that the notion of audience must be thought 
of in non-traditional terms. In RTB, advertisers and agencies must trade their conventional notions of audience 
based on demographic and psychographic attributes and replace them with more nuanced attributes. These RTB 
attributes are aligned to three basic categories—attributes associated with media, attributes associated with 
geography, and systems-based attributes (see diagram below). Focusing on these non-conventional attributes has 
the effect of making media buying more aligned to science than art—attributes are chosen for their predictive 
power rather than on feel.

Additionally, RTB-based media buying generally has more flexibility around some of the other levers discussed 
previously. Analysts have more control over pricing, since they control bids at an impression level, rather 
than in direct buy environments where bids are negotiated at a much higher level. Finally, frequency controls 
are greatly enhanced in RTB, as traders can effect frequency-capping rules at the cookie level through the 
platforms. 

User Geography Systems Based Media 

Country 
State/region 
DMA/city 

Weekly Quarterly Twice Monthly 

Analysis Frequency 

Exchange 
Publisher
Site
Exchange channel 
(content category)
Ad size
Time of day
Day of week
Fold position

Connection speed
Browser
Operating system
ISP
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EXTERNAL INTERNAL

Legislative/Regulatory Culture

Industry/Self-Regulatory Consumer Promises

Optimizing in social media generally follows the same guidelines as other media placement—the same 
media framework and optimization levers apply here too. A few key distinctions are worth noting:

1.  Facebook (FB) provides some of the most accurate audience information (age and gender) relative to 
any other platform. Analysts who are trained to glean insights from this audience data and apply it 
to other media platforms are critical. For instance, if through FB we understand that a particular age 
and gender combination is high performing, the analyst may suggest the use of additional third-party 
data to enhance the insight for that segment.

2.  FB enables some custom targeting opportunities. Of these, the most remarkable a very successful 
option is using the with the “custom audiences look-alike” option. This is a process whereby a list 
of current customers and email addresses are uploaded to FB. FB then builds a look-alike model 
based on this list and creates a targetable group of people who look similar to the original seed list. 
In general, it is encouraged to start with the smaller, precise match (1% look-alike option), and scale 
the program over time. Additionally, we encourage analysts to base the initial seed lists on customers 
who have converted through the digital channel.

3.  Bidding strategy in FB should be very similar to bidding strategies in RTB. This is a somewhat 
confusing issue, because the auction and fill pricing work very differently in FB. However, both RTB 
and FB auction models encourage the bidder to bid the true value of the placement and user to the 
advertiser—the system cannot be gamed because in both auction environments the bids are blind.

OPTIMIZING IN SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook provides some of the most 
accurate audience information relative 
to any platform.
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OPTIMIZING FOR BRANDING MEDIA

If forced to generalize, marketers often separate digital media campaigns into performance or awareness/
brand-driven media. Many of the principles discussed so far would apply to optimizing brand-focused media 
buys. For example, for upper-funnel measurement, it is common to optimize against in-view, collaborating 
with Media Rating Council-accredited view ability measurement providers (e.g., Integral Ad Science 
and Moat). For in-demo optimization, it is standard practice to use Nielsen and comScore (utilizing their 
respective Nielsen Digital Ad Ratings and validated Campaign Essentials (vCE)® products) to obtain media 
delivery KPIs against publishers, placements, and specific media tactics.

However, these programs often require KPIs around consumer awareness and intent—metrics that are 
not available in standard ad serving packages but rather must be gathered through surveys from third-
party vendors. The next part of this three-part white paper series on measuring branding impact of digital 
campaigns will include recommendations on selecting an attitudinal measurement partner in the digital 
brand effectiveness space.
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TIPS FOR OPTIMIZATION

So far, this discussion has focused more on the optimization theory and frameworks. At this point, we’d like 
to include a few special tips that help our analysts manage and optimize campaigns.

1.  Much of the data studied by digital analysts is unstable. The best performing placements are often small, 
and results may not hold up over time. To solve for this, Merkle for example, came up with a metric called 
“incremental conversions” that takes into account the stability of the results and helps analysts focus on 
placements with the most opportunity. We write this formula as “incremental conversions = (response rate 
of the group - total response rate) x group impressions.” By sorting our reporting based on this metric, 
analysts can easily understand where to focus media investment increases and reductions. This method 
works best when there is little variability in pricing across groups.

2.  Another trick to identify the greatest opportunities for optimization is to borrow from the 
sabermetrics community and use the WAR (wins above replacement) metric, which can be calculated 
as: conversions for group-(spend for group/avg campaign CPA).  This will provide an easy way, in 
one metric, to understand what placements are over and under-delivering.

3.  We find that indexing media efficiency around 100 creates an easy way to interpret results very 
quickly. This concept is especially important in digital media, where numbers can be very big 
(impressions) or very small (conversion rates). By indexing to 100, analysts can much more easily 
understand rates of change averages.

Because of the way auctions work in RTB, where the price clears at one cent above the second-lowest bid—
our analysts tend not to focus on small changes to bidding. Small bid changes really only lead to very small 
changes in fill price—so to affect changes in CPM, bid changes must be very large.

Much of the data studied by 
digital analysts today is unstable. 
The best performing placements 
are often small, and results may 
not hold up over time.
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STRATEGY EVALUATION 

The ultimate goal of campaign measurement is to create a feedback loop that allows for continual evaluation 
and alteration of digital strategy based on the information gained from your campaigns and digital 
initiatives. At the end of every campaign, the following steps are recommended: 

•  Evaluate the digital marketing goals set forth at the campaign’s conception to determine whether 
or not we are hitting the target projections. If necessary, revise these goals to accommodate new 
objectives or to account for changes in product/service offerings.

•  Re-examine target audience profiles. We aim to continually develop the profiles based on the newest 
data generated.

• Re-examine the messaging and media placement strategies. 

• Assess the overall ROI of digital marketing performance.
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